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In a strictly classified socierty and an everchanging fashion 
Focusing on this core value, we present to you



industry, we hold the belief that fashion is classless and timeless.
 Fall Winter 2023, and collection 0 of YSCOGI.
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About Us



Founded in 2022 in New York City, YSCOGI aims to create boundless, classless, and timeless fashion in 
a vocabulary that combines the past and the present. The gray area that exists between right and wrong, 
black and white, high and low is a theme the brand constantly explores throughout collections. To us, 
it is where meanings emerge, and true characters are brought to life. 
-
Through high attention to details, clean cut, and carefully selected materials, we are dedicated to 
combine a young and playful spirit to the traditional tailored outfits while promising function and com-
fort.
-
At YSCOGI, we value the constant interaction between high fashion and street style, and we believe in 
a fashion system in which classification of clothing is considered null. 
-
Established by Yicheng Yu in 2022, YSCOGI embarked on its journey with its Fall Winter 2023 collec-
tion as a menswear brand with Yicheng Yu as Creative Director. In 2023, the team was joined by Visual 
Director Zhiyuan Ji, and Womenswear Creative Director Shuyi Yao. 
-
In 2024, YSCOGI will be presenting its Spring Summer Collection with combined efforts and enlarged 
perspectives, it is without compromise that all future collections will be delivered with loyalty to our 
core values, and in response to the global environment.





Product Knowledge



Zhongshan
-
A reinterpretation of the traditional 
Chinese Zhongshan suit. Designed and 
cut to be a straight fit stylish 
every-day jacket. The gray version 
provides a toned-down option for 
people looking for neutral wardrobe 
pieces. 
-
Product comes in black and gray.



67% Tencel, 28% Rayon, 5% Spandex.

67% Tencel, 28% Rayon, 5% Spandex.





Side-Snap Jeans

-
Staight leg jeans cut in a soft material to produce a relaxed fit. The classic waistband and fly-front was 
transformed to be a cuff design with belt loops, side snaps on the pant legs and a button on the cuff. The 
dark denim gray and its playful versatility offers the option to dress-down, while the clean cut also fits 
a formal look. Perfect styling option for the Zhongshan Jacket.
 -
Product comes in gray wash only.

100% Cotton





The Y-Collar Suiting Jacket

-
Men's tailored jacket with the 

brand-signature Y-lapel. Designed 
and cut to be clean with crisp edges 

enhanced by the curves of the collar 
and lapel. 

-
Product comes in black only.

67% Tencel, 28% Rayon, 5% Spandex.





Black Suiting Trousers

-
Clean-cut classic men's suiting pants 

with an additional closed and slanted 
welt pocket design underneath the 

open side pocket. Curved seaming de-
tails was also integrated on the side 

as a subtle design feature. 
-

Product comes in black only.

67% Tencel, 28% Rayon, 5% Spandex.



The “Yi” Jacket
-
“翼Yi” stands for wings in Chinese, an 
analogy to the double-layered sleeve 
that could be seen in that back which 
gives room for extended movement. 
Designed and cut in a streamlined 
form-fitting silhouette for a sensual 
and gentle style. Main body is made 
with traditional suiting fabric while 
integrating a panel of stetch twill in 
the front to add in a modern twist. 
-
Product comes in Black and Cream.



Main: 17% Acetate 83% Polyester
Front Panel: 60% Acetate 40% Polyester.

Main: 17% Acetate 83% Polyester
Front Panel: 60% Acetate 40% Polyester.









Sleeveless Jean Jacket

-
Sleeveless jean jacket with waistband 

detail around the botton edge, pant 
fly was transformed into the front 

zipper and side buttoned-closure. 
Designed and cut to be a straight-fit 

and casual every-day garment.
-

Product comes in black wash only.

100% Cotton





Flap Front Jeans

-
Straight-leg suiting trouser with flap 
that covers the front fly secured by 3 

metal snaps. A pleat is designed on 
both legs to add a layer of depth with 

some shadow, the pleat is then 
secured at the cuff with another 

metal snap. The waistband is also de-
signed with a indent in the front to 

produce a hugging effect.
-

Product comes in washed gray only.

100% Cotton



Relaxed-fit Bomber 
Jacket

-
The traditional weather-proof nylon 
bomber jacket has been re-designed 
with a wide angled shaw collar. The 
silhouette is cut to be oversized to fit 
an every-day practical lifestyle.
-
Product comes in Black and Cream.



100% Polyester

100% Polyester









Asymmetrical Jean Jacket

-
Relaxed-fit men's denim jacket with 
one side maintaining the classic ele-

ments of denim jackets and the other 
side integrating the pattern of a men's 

tailored blazer. Asymmetrical pock-
ets were added for function, making it 

a fall wardrobe staple.
-

Product comes in black wash only.

100% Cotton



Looking forward to a wonderful season with you!



-
Website:

https://www.yscogi.com
-

Contact:
yhizl@yscogi.com

1-646-479-2021 
-

Address:
90 State Street STE 700 Office

 Albany, New York 12207










